
End User License Agreement (EULA)

By receiving, purchasing, downloading, 
installing, using or otherwise handling 
this font, you accept the terms of this 
agreement. This agreement replaces 
and supersedes any previously made 
oral or written proposal or agreement 
between you and Marché de Nuits. If you 
do not accept the terms, you can not 
download or request or use the fonts.

Do not share, distribute, illegally copy, steal 
from a licensed user or re-sell the fonts. 
Fonts are allowed to be passed onto a 
pre-press service or printer for output only. 
Contractors are not allowed to actively 
create new documents with fonts that 
have been passed on for output only.

Purchased fonts will always remain 
copyrighted to the designer. Embedding 
the font into any other software, PDF’s 
or electronic documents is prohibited 
other than directly to the printers.

The purchase of 1 — 6 CPU’s is for a single 
user. The purchase of a font makes the 
buyer a licensed user of the font, not an 
owner. The font may be loaded onto a maxi-
mum of six personal computers belonging 
to the same person at a single location.
 For additional users, you must decided the 
quantity CPU’s you need the font loaded 
onto and contact us before a purchase.

The Web license is based upon the mon-
thly page views it is intended to re-
ceive. The standard web license is from 
1 — 10,000 page views per month.
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Modifications to the fonts shape or outline 
are strictly forbidden. You may not modify, 
adapt, translate, reverse engineer, de-
compile, disassemble, or create derivative 
works based on the licensed font itself 
without without the author’s consent.
You must contact us directly to dis-
cuss any typographic modifications 
as a custom bespoke project.

All font software installed is done 
so at the owners risk - I cannot 
be held responsible for this.

Any breach of the terms of this agree-
ment shall be cause for termination of 
the license. Legal action will be pursued 
if you are found to be using Marché de 
Nuits typefaces illegally. We reserve the 
right to update the licence agreement, 
at any time without prior consent or 
notice. We may, at any time, request an 
audit in order to confirm that you are 
complying with the terms of this EULA.

If you are unsure of any terms of this 
License, or if you have any questions 
relating to your rights to use the Font 
Software, please contact me direct-
ly at mdn@mdn.market and I will get 
back to you as soon as possible.
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